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									ETHANOL FIREPLACES

Planika’s intelligent bio fireplaces with the patented BEV Technology™ are the most advanced products in the industry. We are the provider of the only solution which ensures the cleanest possible burning process without any smoke, smell or ash. Planika's fireplaces are fully automatic, clean and safe. The whole burning process is controlled by a microprocessor connected to several safety sensors eliminating user's error. Other safety and efficiency feature is that there is no direct contact between the flame and the fuel, and only the vapors are being burned. We pride ourselves to have the most eco friendly fireplaces.
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							BIO ETHANOL BURNERS
						

												
							SAFEST TECHNOLOGY
						

																		
							With our intelligent bioethanol fireplace inserts the flames can be built in the wall, a piece of furniture, they can be open from all sides. Choose an indoor ethanol fireplace that makes a versatile solution for unlimited arrangement possibilities. Ethanol fires are easy to install and control. 

Insert-type bioethanol fireplaces are a solution for developing the most creative visions of the fire in interiors. You decide whether you want to build bio ethanol fireplace into the wall or a piece of furniture. Release your imagination and create a modern and fascinating projects that will never go unnoticed.

Completely open bioethanol fireplaces can be freely arranged, even in the middle of the room. You can also customize its length or join several modules together.
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													FLA4 / FLA4+

													Premium Ethanol Inserts
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													from
																										22.257,00 zł
																										was zł 22257.00
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													PRIME FIRE

													Ethanol Inserts
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													from
																										14.452,00 zł
																										was zł 14452.00
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													Rondo Automatic

													Ethanol Insert
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													from
																										26.390,00 zł
																										was zł 26390.00
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													L-FIRE

													Ethanol Insert
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													from
																										18.210,00 zł
																										was zł 18210.00
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													Senso Burner

													Automatic Ethanol Insert
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													from
																										5.203,00 zł
																										was zł 5203.00
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													Neo Burner

													Automatic Ethanol Insert
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													from
																										10.117,00 zł
																										was zł 10117.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							ETHANOL FIREPLACES
						

												
							ULTRA EASY SOLUTION
						

																		
							Ethanol fireplaces in casings provide elegance and warmth to spaces of all kinds. This ready to build-in insert is a solution offering design flexibility as the casings are available in various viewing options. Bioethanol fireplaces feature zero-emission technology that means they require no chimney. The standard casing can be provided with a thick frame, which can become a strong final touch to your bio ethanol fireplace.

Choosing a bio ethanol fireplace with a dedicated casing provides the easiest installation in the wall. The dimensions of the housing will be certainly appropriate and the materials will definitely meet the relevant safety standards. The universal look of the bio fireplace will fit in with the rest of the interior design regardless of its style.
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													FORMA

													Insert with Casing
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													from
																										21.101,00 zł
																										was zł 21101.00
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													FIREPLACE IN FRAME WITH GLASS

													ready solution for freestanding arrangments
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													from
																										19.600,00 zł
																										was zł 19600.00
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													Stone Core

													BEV fireplace with framing 
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													from
																										48.413,00 zł
																										was zł 48413.00
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													Rock Core

													BEV fireplace with framing 
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													from
																										16.531,00 zł
																										was zł 16531.00
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													Ethanol Firebox
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													from
																										51.482,00 zł
																										was zł 51482.00
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													L-FIRE FIREPLACE

													Ethanol Insert
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													from
																										21.390,00 zł
																										was zł 21390.00
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													PRIME FIRE FIREPLACE

													Insert In Casing
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													from
																										21.101,00 zł
																										was zł 21101.00
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													Senso Fireplace

													Automatic Bioethanol Fireplace
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													from
																										7.515,00 zł
																										was zł 7515.00
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													Neo Fireplace

													Automatic Bioethanol Fireplace
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													from
																										12.718,00 zł
																										was zł 12718.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							FREESTANDING BIO ETHANOL FIRES
						

												
							PORTABLE FIREPLACES
						

																		
							Freestanding bioethanol fireplace is a contemporary solution for maximum comfort and unlimited arrangement possibilities. Planika’s freestanding indoor ethanol fireplaces with plug & play installation ensure instant natural fire in any interior. 

Ethanol fires are perfect for anyone who values a comfort of use. The bioethanol fires do not require chimney or any other hard connection what makes the installation process the easiest and the quickest possible. Planika's freestanding bioethanol fireplace is an ideal solution for indoor spaces where the traditional fireplace is not suitable.
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													Stone Fireplace 

													Freestanding BEV fireplace in stylish housing
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													from
																										48.413,00 zł
																										was zł 48413.00
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													Rock Fireplace

													Freestanding BEV fireplace in stylish housing
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													from
																										24.206,00 zł
																										was zł 24206.00
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													SCANDI

													Scandinavian Design
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													from
																										14.975,00 zł
																										was zł 14975.00
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													Polaris

													BEV Stove without chimney
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													from
																										13.296,00 zł
																										was zł 13296.00
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													Piano

													Burner in furniture
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													from
																										13.874,00 zł
																										was zł 13874.00
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													BASKET FIRE LOGS

													Traditional Look 
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													from
																										15.147,00 zł
																										was zł 15147.00
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													Arcticon

													Automatic Ethanol Fireplace
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													from
																										8.672,00 zł
																										was zł 8672.00
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													Senso Stove

													Fireplace with wood log box
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													from
																										7.226,00 zł
																										was zł 7226.00
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													Senso Basket

													Compact Automatic Ethanol Fireplace
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													from
																										5.492,00 zł
																										was zł 5492.00
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													Bubble Wall & Floor

													Freestanding Fireplace
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													from
																										6.648,00 zł
																										was zł 6648.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							BEV fireplaces
						

												
							INDOOR & OUTDOOR
						

																		
							First BEV fireplaces that can be used not only indoors, but also outdoors. Experience the safest fire in your garden, patio or outdoor restaurant and an effortless use.
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													Cabo Table

													BEV fireplace in Dekton table
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													from
																										32.158,00 zł
																										was zł 32158.00
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													Cabo Burner

													BEV insert for indoors & outdoors
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													from
																										26.015,00 zł
																										was zł 26015.00
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													Cabo Fireplace

													Freestanding BEV fireplace for indoors & outdoors
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													from
																										32.374,00 zł
																										was zł 32374.00
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													Porto

													BEV fireplace for indoor & outdoor
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													from
																										15.350,00 zł
																										was zł 15350.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							TABLETOP BIOETHANOL FIRES
						

												
							INDOOR & OUTDOOR
						

																		
							Tabletop ethanol fireplaces are a perfect addition for any yard, patio or garden, bringing a unique ambience during long evenings. The small size and portable form make our bioethanol fireplaces universal and convenient in use. Featuring our patented Commerce Technology, you can rely on our promise they are the safest tabletop ethanol solution on the market. 

No matter if you are planning a garden party or a lazy afternoon with a cup of coffee, the small tabletop bioethanol fireplace will add a touch of elegance to the event and make leisure time more enjoyable. Ethanol fireplaces can be easily arranged on a table top instead of traditional candles. 

The tabletop bioethanol fires utilize the Commerce technology - its inside is filled with highly absorbent ceramic fibres to keep the Fanola® fuel contained and prevent leaking and spilling even when pushed over.
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													Lotus

													Stylish Tabletop Fireplace
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													from
																										1.015,00 zł
																										was zł 1015.00
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													CHANTICO

													Candle-like Ethanol Tabletop Fireplace
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													from
																										849,00 zł
																										was zł 849.00
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													DANCING FLAMES

													Round Glass Fireplace
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													from
																										886,00 zł
																										was zł 886.00
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													SIMPLE

													Stainless Steel Fireplace
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													from
																										2.571,00 zł
																										was zł 2571.00
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													RONDO

													Round Insert
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													from
																										2.774,00 zł
																										was zł 2774.00
												

																							
																					

																								

													

					

										
						
							BIOETHANOL FIREPLACE COLUMN
						

												
							UNIQUE OUTDOOR DESIGN
						

																		
							Planika’s contemporary columns bio fireplaces will give your outdoor space a gorgeous ambience and natural light. With the portable form, you can rearrange the position of the bioethanol fireplace anytime. Enjoy the most natural fire in the natural environment. 
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													Mandala

													Stylish Fireplace To Your Garden
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													from
																										1.611,00 zł
																										was zł 1611.00
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													TOTEM

													Stylish Outdoor Fire Column
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													from
																										7.688,00 zł
																										was zł 7688.00
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													JAR

													Decorative Concrete Outdoor Fireplace
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													from
																										10.264,00 zł
																										was zł 10264.00
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									FLA4 / FLA4+
								

																
									PREMIUM ETHANOL BURNER
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									22.257,00 zł
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									Chantico
								

																
									TABLETOP
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									849,00 zł
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									PORTABLE GAS FIREPLACE
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									2.312,00 zł
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